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8 boxes of various materials including letters, off-prints, post cards, and newspaper clippings. Some organization by means of paper clips (and occasionally folders) that group together related materials. Groupings are often labeled with small handwritten notes.

Box 8 includes a catalogue of Turner’s library prepared in 1983. Many of these books are now in UWA’s stack collection (and many contain Turner’s marginal notes). Turner’s personal copies of his own books do not seem to have been included in UWA’s acquisition of Turner’s materials.

Brief description of boxes’ contents

Box 1: Random assortment of correspondence, book reviews, off-prints, and play performance programs. Notable items:
- Notes and draft of memorial speech for Victor Martin
- Notes on the construction of the Cairo Menander codex
- Notes and correspondence on Cavallo’s Maiuscola biblica (review in JEA 57, 1971)

Box 2: Random assortment of correspondence, book reviews, and off-prints. Notable items:
- Notes on Bodmer papyri: P.Bodmer II, IV, V, VII-VIII, and XX
- Exchange of letters with Roca-Puig on the Barcelona Cicero
- Notes on the archive of Aurelius Isiodorus

Box 3: Off prints of the chapters from Proceedings of 12th International Congress of Papyrology  
Notes, abstracts, etc. from the 16th International Congress of Papyrology (Columbia U.)  
Septuagint notes  
Returned (undelivered?) card sent to Roca-Puig, proposing identification of P64 and P67  
Type-script of P.L. Hedley’s Index to Greek and Latin Biblical Texts with Turner’s notes  
Notes on Heidelberg Papyri

Box 4: Random assortment of correspondence, book reviews, and off-prints. Notable items:
- Letter to Wouters re: P.Lond. 126, scale model of P.Lond 126, and codicology notes  
- Packet of material on Rylands papyri  
- Packet of material on Dura Europos papyri (incl. note from F. Cumont to A.S. Hunt)  
- Packet of material on P.Mil. Vogl.

Box 5: Random assortment of correspondence, book reviews, and off-prints. Notable items:  
- Notes on Schubart, Praxeis Paulou  
- Material relating to 1973 Nile cruise (ads, lecture notes, etc.)

Box 6: Some random correspondence; mostly “thank-you” notes for received books
Box 7: Random assortment of correspondence, notes, and off-prints. Notable items:
Review of Paap on *nomina sacra* with notes and card from Roberts on the topic
Off-print of Robinson on Nag Hammadi codices with notes on dimensions

Box 8: Random assortment of correspondence and notes. Notable items:
Folder on “Papyrus”: Construction, plant facts, text of Pliny, examples of papyrus
Notes on Nag Hammadi cartonnage
Skeat review of Aland and Van Haelst
“Catalogue of the Library of the late Sir Eric Turner”
Moving invoice with a UWA stamp dated 27 May 1985
Xerox copies of separately stapled handwritten lists of books and off-prints
Top packet (“Papyrology”) marked as “completed 12/6/86”
Cross-outs, checks, and x’s in red ink, blue ink, and pencil
Each entry assigned a number in the form E#####